distinguished; such methods do not guarantee that independent information channels. Although the avthese different cell types will encode entirely indepenerage redundancy between nearby cell pairs was dent information. Third, natural stimuli cannot be fully moderate, each ganglion cell shared information with characterized by their spatial power spectrum: they many neighbors, so that visual information was reprealso possess strong spatiotemporal regularities due to sented 10-fold within the ganglion cell population. 
This normalization factor, min{I(R a ;S), I(R b ;S)}, is the maximum possible redundancy between two cells, so that the fractional redundancy can be no greater than 1. The fractional redundancy is 0 when the two cells encode independent information about the stimulus; its value is 1 when the two cells encode exactly the same information or when one cell's information is a subset of the other's. Negative values of the redundancy mean that the cells are synergistic.
Redundancy between Pairs of Ganglion Cells
In order to assess retinal processing under realistic visual conditions, we stimulated retinas with a set of natural movie clips chosen to represent a variety of environments. An especially important characteristic of natural stimuli is the wide field motion caused by the movement of an animal's eyes or body, as this should Figure 1B shows spike rasters from ten cells recorded simultaneously during the forest walk movie. As seen, the spike trains were sparse and temporally prepairs stimulated by 12 different movies versus the distance between ganglion cells, as determined from the cise, primarily occurring in well-isolated firing events (Berry et al., 1997). There was a complex pattern of receptive field of each cell (see Experimental Procedures). Although the redundancy depended systemevent times across the population, with some cells sharing many narrow events and others sharing none.
atically on the distance between cells, there was wide variation among the values for cell pairs of roughly the Figure 1C plots the fractional redundancy for 1838 cell same distance apart. Redundancies as large as 50% were seen among nearby cells; cells I and J in Figure  1B are such an example. However, most cell pairseven those that were closely spaced-were nearly independent, indicating that ganglion cells can extract many different visual features from the same spatial location within a natural image. Significant redundancy existed between some cell pairs separated by up to 500 m. Since the receptive-field center radius of most ganglion cells is w100 m, redundant coding was therefore present for some cell pairs with nonoverlapping receptive-field centers. Very few cell pairs exhibited values of synergy that could be not explained by sampling errors (see Experimental Procedures), and the largest values of synergy were less than 5%. No obvious differences in redundancy were found among the five categories of movie motion (Figure 1, colors) .
Overrepresentation within the Ganglion Cell Population
Since a large fraction of all the cell pairs that we measured showed at least some redundancy, the pairwise redundancy offers only a partial measure of the total redundancy of the visual messages sent from eye to brain. To quantify the number of neighbors with which a typical ganglion cell shares redundant information, we considered the fraction of cell pairs with redundancies greater than 5%. This threshold is a conservative bound on the random error inherent in our estimation of the redundancy (see Experimental Procedures). Shown in Figure 2A lations to the total redundancy of the ganglion cell population, we combined all of our redundancy measurements to estimate an overrepresentation factor. The 10%, the overrepresentation factor only drops to 6.0 ± 0.6, indicating that a significant contribution comes overrepresentation factor is a sum of the redundancies between one ganglion cell and all of its neighbors, difrom a small number of cell pairs with much larger redundancies. This analysis suggests that visual mesvided by the mutual information of the original cell (see Experimental Procedures). This factor measures the sages are, on average, represented many times within the population of ganglion cells. number of times, on average, that information conveyed by one neuron is also conveyed by neighboring neurons. Shown in Figure 2C , the overrepresentation Sources of Redundancy Ganglion cells can encode similar visual messages factor for a typical ganglion cell was roughly 11.0 ± 1.0 when stimulated by natural movies. In this calculation, either because of correlations in the stimulus or because of shared retinal circuitry that makes them sensiwe included all pairwise redundancies above a threshold of 5% and treated cell pairs with less redundancy tive to similar visual features. In order to study the contributions from these different mechanisms, we used as independent. If we use no threshold and simply average over all cell pairs, the overrepresentation is random flickering checkerboards, where the stimulus had minimal correlations in space and time (55 m roughly the same, 11.4 ± 1.2. If we set this threshold at red lines), although considerable variation was again observed (blue dots versus red dots). This variability may reflect the fact that some cells did not fall clearly into a single functional class, but instead had properties that were intermediate between two classes. Cell pairs were found to encode independently when one member of the pair was any kind of ON cell and the other member was any kind of OFF cell (green dots). When one cell in the pair was slow OFF-type, independence was also found, regardless of the functional type of its partner (data not shown). Under naturalistic stimulation, however, cell pairs with one slow OFF-type cell were no longer found to be independent, indicating that only ON and OFF channels of visual information are truly independent. 
Interpreting Redundancy Values

Discussion
We have shown that the salamander retina uses a neu- relationship between the population redundancy for convey similar information. In fact, we found extensive n+1 neurons and that present for n neurons, where the mixing of messages among cells assigned to different superscript u denotes the assumption of uniform correfunctional types-even with relatively simple stimuli, lation in the population: such as checkerboard flicker-so that a ganglion cell shared significant redundancy with almost half of its closest neighbors. Furthermore, the correlations pre-
) sent in natural visual scenes induce shared signaling among more widely spaced ganglion cells. In total, the average ganglion cell shared redundancy with over 100
An even simpler approximation to the population reother cells, and as a result, we estimate that the infordundancy can be made using the overrepresentation mation encoded by an average ganglion cell is reprefactor. Since the overrepresentation for n neurons, Θ n , sented w10 times over within the local population unmeasures how many times the information of one neuder naturalistic stimulus conditions. ron is also encoded within the rest of the population, the population information is the sum of each cell's inEstimating the Population Redundancy formation divided by the overrepresentation, I n = nI/Θ n . How does the overrepresentation factor relate to the This leads to a population redundancy of: information conveyed by a population of neurons? We can gain insight by considering a simple model of a
population of n neurons with uniform pairwise correlations. We will calculate the population redundancy under two different, simple assumptions and compare where the overrepresentation is Θ n = (n − 1)⌬/I. This formula only makes sense in the limit of many neurons, among three or more neurons that cannot be explained by existing pairwise correlations. Schneidman et al. where Θ n > 1. These two measures of population redundancy differ (2003b) have described a formalism that gives a precise definition to the impact of pairwise correlations on the when there are few neurons in the population, but they both reach the same value for many neurons ( Figure  information conveyed by a population of neurons by reference to the maximum entropy distribution for n 7D). This indicates that in the limit of large overrepresentation, Θ n >>1, the population information is simply neurons consistent with all pairwise correlations. This formalism also defines the contribution to the popularelated to the overrepresentation factor, I n z nI/Θ n , for a population of uniformly correlated neurons. What this tion information from unique correlations at third order or higher. It will be interesting to determine how the calculation illustrates is that correlations of moderate strength shared among many cells can significantly reconnected information of second order described in this work relates to the overrepresentation factor. duce the population information. This results from the fact that a group of n neurons has n(n − 1)/2 cell pairs, so that the number of pairs grows rapidly as the pop-
Amphibian versus Mammalian Retinas
We carried out our experiments in the salamander retulation size increases. Therefore, to understand the impact of pairwise correlations on a population code, one ina. How might these results differ in the mammalian retina? Previous studies of ganglion cells in the mamshould consider the overrepresentation factor, which is a sum over pairwise redundancies, not just the average malian retina reveal that the population has rather high overlap: 40-55 in the cat, depending on eccentricity pairwise redundancy. Such an analysis predicts that the retinal code is w10-fold redundant. RF(x,y,t) , contains the spatial the probability of finding the i th spike word over the entire movie and temporal features of the stimulus that on average caused a was found by averaging over time, p(W i ) = Cp(W i |t)D t . Entropies were cell to spike. The spatial profile showed center-surround antagoestimated directly from the probability distribution of spike words: nism, and the temporal dynamics displayed a mixture of temporal integration and differentiation. The spatial profile of the receptive-
( 6a) field center was fit with a two-dimensional Gaussian function, and the center coordinates, x = (x 0 ,y 0 ), were used to determine the distance between pairs of ganglion cells, D ab = |x a − x b |. The receptivefield center was identified as all of the checkers having the same polarity as the checker with the largest value, and its temporal proand the mutual information between stimulus and response was file was calculated by summing over the temporal profile of all the the difference between signal and noise entropies: checkers that belonged to the receptive-field center.
I(R;S) = H signal − H noise . Signal entropies were much better sampled than noise entropies, they are far apart in space or very different in their temporal dyand single-cell entropies were better sampled than joint entropies. namics. The noise correction term σ was defined as the standard As a result, any bias that remained after correction for finite data deviation per pixel far in space and/or time from the maximum of size tended to be largest for the joint noise entropy. Such a bias the spike-triggered average, and N was the number of pixels. This would decrease the measured redundancy. To estimate the size of correction compensated for the overestimation in magnitude of this bias, we assumed a Poisson model of spike generation with a each receptive-field vector due to averaging over only a finite num-5 ms absolute refractory period; the free firing rate in this model ber of spikes. Noise correction was unnecessary for the numerator, can be uniquely determined from the measured spike trains (Berry because noise causes no bias in this inner product. In most cases, and Meister, 1998). With this model, we generated random spike the noise correction resulted in roughly a w10% change in the trains with enough repeats to sample the noise entropy thoroughly. overlap.
Receptive-Field Overlap
By comparing the information of simulated spike train having many repeats (1800) to the information for spike trains having the same number of repeats as used in our data (120-180), we found that the Functional Classification Following previous studies (DeVries and Baylor, 1997; Schnitzer redundancy was underestimated by w0.5%-1% under our experimental conditions. and Meister, 2003), we assigned cells to functional classes based on the temporal dynamics of their receptive-field center. We used The redundancy depends on the choice of time bin used to form spike words. We chose 10 ms because the timing precision of neuan agglomerative clustering algorithm to help inform our choice of functional classes. Receptive fields were compared by computing rons was rarely any better, so that most of the details of the spike train on a finer temporal scale are noise. However, fluctuations in their functional overlap, using only the temporal dynamics of the receptive-field center (Equation 5). At the outset of our iterative firing on a fine temporal scale may serve to further distinguish the responses of different neurons and thus decrease their redunalgorithm, each cell formed its own cluster. First, we found the pair of clusters that had the largest overlap. Then, these two clusters dancy. On the other hand, excess synchrony can also exist on a fine temporal scale, and these correlations may increase the redunwere merged into a single cluster by averaging their receptive fields, weighted by the number of cells in each cluster. This prodancy. We tested the effect of temporal scale by subdividing spike words of 10 or 20 ms duration into words of the same duration but cedure was repeated until all cells were merged into a single cluster. The significance of each merger was evaluated using the overhaving smaller time bins and recomputing the redundancy. When words with 2 bins of 10 ms were divided into 4 bins of 5 ms, the lap between the two clusters. If the two clusters were very similar, then they will have an overlap close to +1, but if they were quite redundancy increased by a factor of 1.10 ± 0.06; when words with 1 bin of 10 ms were divided into 4 bins of 2.5 ms, the redundancy different, then the overlap will be significantly lower. Six cell classes could be identified, as shown by a break in the merger score as a increased by a factor of 1.11 ± 0.11. These tests indicate that noise correlations on a fine temporal scale add about 10% to the redunfunction of number of clusters (Figure 4) . Including the spatial profile of the receptive field had little effect on the assignment of funcdancy. The redundancy also depends on the total temporal duration of tional classes. Similar results were found across multiple retinas.
